
Key Management Software

Standard 
featureS
l Control the status 

of keys (lost, 
stolen, etc.)

l Handing keys out 
and in

l Print receipts for 
keys handed out 
or received

l Identify which 
keys fit a 
particular door

l Identify to what 
areas a specific 
key has access

l Identify which 
person has what 
key and where it 
has access

l Set reminders for 
handing keys out 
and in

l Import staff 
register and data

l Print key system 
reports

l Advanced search 
functions

 

CLIQ featureS
l Change electronic 

access for CLIQ 
keys

l Audit trail – keys

l Audit trail – 
cylinders

l Set temporary 
electronic access 
for a key

l Create simple 
time schedule for 
restricted access

ASSa Performer is a computer software package 
developed to help any person involved in 
management of keys and cylinders in a building.

Key management is crucial in order to maintain the level of security that your 
system was initially designed for over time. If a key is lost or stolen, this can 
immediately jeopardise the security of the building and any assets, not to say 
the potential threat also to individuals.

There are four vital questions that you have to be in control over at all times:

 What keys have been handed out?

 To whom have they been handed out?

 Which doors can a key holder access?

 When are the keys due to be handed in?

Manual key handling is time-consuming and increases the risk of errors. 
ASSA Performer includes a vast number of features that will improve your 
efficiency and management of keys, which will improve the level of control in 
your building.

aSSa Performer



aSSa CLIQ®

ASSA Performer also manages keys and cylinders with the ASSA CLIQ® 
functionality. 

With ASSA Performer you can give CLIQ® keys access to CLIQ® cylinders, which 
significantly increases the flexibility in your lock system. You may also remove key 
access at any time, which helps you maintain security in your lock system if, for 
example, a key is lost or stolen.

With ASSA Performer you can create a simple time schedule, grant access to 
individuals on specific dates and times only, and register timed eve

System Requirements
Processor Pentium 1.8GHz

RAM 256MB

Hard Disk 200MB at installation

CD 12X speed

Operating System Windows® 2000, XP, 2003 Server

Internet Browser Microsoft Internet Explorer® 5.0 or later (for reports)

ASSA Performer works on a single Windows® computer or on a network, and can handle 
virtually unlimited numbers of people, keys, cylinders and lock systems.

functions

The lock chart in ASSA Performer shows the system structure in graphic form.  
This is identical in appearance to that used by the end user, the locksmith 
and ASSA ABLOY.  Having the same information makes communication much 
easier.

ASSA Performer can give you full audit trails for all your CLIQ cylinders and keys, 
keeping a history of events logged for your system and allowing you to look 
back, search and print a variety of reports.

ASSA Performer can be connected to Microsoft Outlook® or Microsoft 
Exchange®.  Connecting the ASSA Performer to Outlook®, for instance, makes 
it easy to maintain one simple list of contacts.  

It also makes it possible to place reminders from ASSA Performer in the 
Outlook® calendar.

PraCtICaL adVICe fOr 
KeY SeCurItY

l Inform the key holders 
of their responsibility.

l Inform the key holder 
about the value that 
the key represents.

l Never hand out a 
key without getting a 
signed receipt.

l Conduct key revisions 
on a regular basis.

The global leader in 
door opening solutions
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